Abstract. We will denote by C + the family of all convex set-valued functions F defined on [a, b] with nonempty compact values, continuous at a, for which there exist all differences F(t) -F(s) as far as a < s < t < b. The main purpose oh this paper is to show that a function F belongs to the family C + if and only if it is of the form t
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Let A, B, C be sets of cc (X) .
We say that a set C is the Hukuhara difference of A and B, i.e., C = A -B ii B + C -A. By Radstrom's Theorem [7] it follows that if this difference exists, then it is unique. C + denotes the family of all convex set-valued functions F : [a, 6] -• cc(X) for which there exist all differences F(t) -F(s) as far as a < s < t < b and (1) lim.h(F(s),F(a)) = 0. s->a+ C~ denotes the family of all concave set-valued functions F : [a, 6] -> cc(X) for which there exist all differences F(t) -F(s) as far as a < s < t < b and (1) holds.
The main purpose of this paper is to show that a function F : [a, b) -» cc(X) belongs to the family C + if and only if it is of the form t F(t) = F(a) + J G(x) dx a for some decreasing function G : [a, b] -» cc(X)
, where the integral on the right hand side is proposed by Hukuhara set-valued analogue of Riemann integral. A similar representation of convex single-valued function is know (see e.g. [8] ).
Riemann integral of set-valued function
Let F : [a, b] -> cc(X). We will denote by A = {ao,o:i,... ,oc n } a partition of the interval [a, b] , i.e., a sequence satisfying inequalities a -ao < ai < ... < a n = b. The number 6(A) = max {c^+i -at : i = 0,1,..., n -1} is said to be the diameter of A. Let $ denote the family of all pairs (A, r), where A = {ao, ai,..., a n } is a partition of the interval [a, 6] and r = (to, ..., r n _i) is a sequence of points such that Tj € [aj, aj+i]. /(A, r) denotes the set n-1 /(A,r) = ^(a i+1 -a i )i , (7 i ) i=0 for (A,r) € If /(A,r) converges to I € cc(X) with respect to the Hausdorff metric h when ¿(A) -> 0, i.e. 
AV
Using the definition it is not difficult to check that the following two lemmas are true. 
be an increasing set-valued function, A = {ao, c*i, ..., an} be a partition of the interval [a, 6] . We create the upper sum i=0 and the lower sum n-1
Similarly for a decreasing function we define the upper sum and the lower sum as follows 71-1 n-1
It is clear that in the both cases 
We divide the sum 5(11) into two parts £i( x i+i ~ Xi)F(xi) and 5Z2( :c i+i -Xi)F(xi) including in Xa these elements (xi+\ -Xi)F(xi) for which the interval (xl)xi+i) does not contain any points yo,yi, • • • ,y m -Thuse the interval (xi, Xj+i) is a subinterval of some interval (y k , yk+i)-We include the remaining elements in So 5(11) = ^(xi+i-x^Fix^ + ^ixi+i-x^Ffa). We also divide the sum 5(A) into two parts YlsiVk+i ~y k )F{y k ) and YliiVk+i -y k )F(y k ) including in these elements (y k +i-yk)F(y k ) for which the interval (y k ,y k +1) contains some interval (xi,xj+i) and we include the remaining elements in £4. So
The convexity of F(y k ) yields
Since 0 G F(y k ) and F(y k ) is convex we have
Hence we obtain
Adding to both sides of inclusion (2) the set
The number of elements of the sum £ 2 does not exceed m. Therefore we obtain
Fix e > 0. If m<J(n) ||F{a) || < e, then
5(11) C B(S(A),e).
Let (lip) be a normal sequence of partitions of the interval [a, 6] . Then there exists a positive integer n such that mi(n p )||F(a)|| < e for p > n. Consequently U5(n p )cB(5(A), e ). Let (A p ) be an other normal sequence of partitions of the interval [a, 6] . By (3) we have the following inclusion r n c£(5(Ap),e) for every p € N and every e > 0. Thus (4) r n c n u «>0 n£N p>n Interchanging the roles of II and A we obtain (5) r A c 7n • We observe that Tn = limsup5(n p ), 7n = liminf 5(n p ) p->oo p->00 (cf. [1] ; p. 21). It is known (cf. [1] ; p. 18) that 7n C T n • Hence by (4) and (5) we have Tn C 7a C C 7n, whence Tn = 7a = Ta = 7n • Thus liminf p _oo 5(IIp) = limsup p _ 00 5(n p ), the sequence (5(n p )) is convergent with respect to the Kuratowski limit. According to Lemma 1.5 limits of Similarly we can prove next two theorems. From now on we will understand convergence as convergence with respect to the Hausdorff metric. n-1 n-1 
IC S(n m ) + £ -s c i(um, T m ) + £ -s.

Thus h(I(Am,r m ),I)<l
for m> a. It is not possible according to (8) . This contradiction proves the Theorem.
The proof for a decreasing set-valued function is similar. 
Monotonic functions
., An+\ C An for n € N in space (cl(X),h), then it is convergent to the limit Pln^i -^n-
We consider the sequence (An), where An = [n,+oo). It is decreasing sequence of sets in cl(R). If it has a limit, then it is equal to f|5£=i Ai = 0 by Theorem II-2 in [2] . Thus in space c/(R) this sequence does not have a limit. This shows that the assumption of compactness of sets An is essential. U An +e5°= U (An + eS°).
71=1 / 71=1
So there exists no € N such that A C ANO + ES. Since (AN) is an increasing sequence, A C AN + ES for N ^ riQ. Consequently h(AN, A) < E for every E > 0. Thus A is a limit of the sequence (AN).
THEOREM 2.3. If F : [a, b] -• cc(X) is an increasing set-valued function, then at every point of the interval [a, b) it has the right limit and at every point of the interval (a, 6] it has the left limit. Moreover, lim_ F{x) C F{XQ) C lim F(x). X-•XQ
Proof. Let xo € [a,6) and (x n )n€N be a decreasing sequence convergent to xo-The corresponding sequence (F(x n )) n6 N is decreasing and F(xo) C F(xn) for all n G N. By Lemma 2.1 the sequence (F(xn))n^ has a limit denoted by A. We consider other decreasing sequence (yn)neN convergent to xo-Let B = limn_oo(F(2/n)). We create a new sequence in the following way xi > 2/ii > Xj2 > j/i3 > Xi4 > ... , where 1 < i\ < ¿2 < It is a decreasing sequence convergent to xo and the corresponding sequence of sets
is convergent. Limits of its subsequences (F(xi2n)) , (F(yi2n_l)) are equal so A = B. Thus there exists the right limit of the set-valued function F at point xo • Similarly we can prove existence of the left limit of the set-valued function F at point xo € (a, b].
THEOREM 2.4. If F : [a, 6] -> cc(X) is a decreasing set-valued function, then at every points of the interval [a, b) it has the right limit and at every points
of the interval (a, 6] it has the left limit. Moreover,
The proof is similar to the proof of the previous theorem. 
Moreover, by Lemma 1.3 we have
Since the function G is decreasing and t > (1 -A)£ + Ax for t 6 [x,y], This completes the proof of 1).
G(t) C G((l -A)i + Ax).
By Lemma 1.4 we have
We consider the inclusion derived from (16) Thus both derivatives of the set-valued function F exist and are decreasing. 
Also the inclusion (17) implies
D~F{w) C D + F(x).F(w) -F(x) = Hm F(w) -F(y) w -x 1/-H+ w -y C lim D + F{y) C lim D~F(y) C D + F(x). y- Therefore D + F(x) C lim D + F{y) C lim D~F(y) C D + F{x).
y-y->x+
We obtain equality (14) for x G [a, 6). The proof of equality (15) is similar.
Let a set-valued function F : [a, 6] -• cc(X) belong to C~. In a similar manner we can prove following inclusions:
] with x <y < z. From Theorems 2.5 and 4.1 we obtain the following corollary. 
